
WHERE IS RACING GOING IN SA?

Anyone comparing the health of racing in our state

to the eastern states would I am sure see that while,

in the main, field numbers are quite strong, prize

money continues to lose parity with that offered in

the main racing states

While we accept that we cannot hope to match the

million dollar purses on offer on major race days

interstate, of more concern is the discrepancy in

prize money on offer for everyday metropolitan

races. Too often prize money for Victorian country

racing on Saturdays is comparable with that on offer

at our main metropolitan race meeting for the week. 

As costs of training and agistment of horses

continue to rise the plight of the average owner

worsens as his hobby becomes harder and harder

to realistically sustain. Any perception that the

average horse owner is rich and makes good money

from racing his horses is a total fallacy – so many

owners are in the game purely for the thrill of it – the

returns for most do not cover the bills. 

For too long our governments have ignored or

downplayed the importance of racing to the

economy of this state. Our industry is a very

significant employer of South Australians both

directly in the industry itself and also in allied roles

such as veterinarians, farriers, stock food producers

etc. 

SAROA has been at the forefront of the formation of

SARIG (The South Australian Racing Industry

Group) and the current SARIG chairman is SAROA’s

former president now vice president Paul Kristoris.

SARIG is a made up of representatives of the

owners, breeders, trainers, jockeys and

bookmakers, and as such gives voice to the

concerns of the grass roots people of racing. 

SARIG was formed originally with a view to lobbying

politicians on behalf of racing in the lead up to the

recent state elections. As such we worked closely

with TRSA to present an industry blue print for our

politicians to consider. With the elections done and

dusted SARIG sees that there is a continuing need

to keep racing on a high profile within the ranks of

government and with the opposition and the

independent cross benchers. 

SARIG will continue to champion the cause of racing

in this state with a continuing emphasis on the need

to increase prize money as that is the source of the

revenue that generates employment within the

industry. From the perspective of race horse owners

SAROA will continue to strenuously support the

efforts of SARIG in order to try and breathe life back

into our industry. 

What SAROA does?

Recently a member about to renew their SAROA

membership asked me “what does SAROA actually

do?” The answer I gave was by no means a short

one as SAROA has a wide and varied role in

representing the interests of SA race horse owners.

SAROA carries out liaison with various local racing

bodies such TRSA, SAJC and SARCC as well as the

local bodies representing the trainers, breeders,

jockeys and bookmakers. As part of these liaisons

SAROA can act on behalf of any member who has

issues they want brought to the attention of these

bodies. 

SAROA is active via ATROC on various national

issues for example consultation with ARB on rule

changes. Unfortunately in the past not all rule

changes have received proper consultation before

they have been implemented. Recently SAROA has

been involved in discussions regarding the use of

intra-articular corticosteroids and discussions of

what represents a workable stand down period after

these treatments have been administered. The

original proposal was somewhat draconian and the

proposed stand down period may have been

counterproductive in that it potentially could have le -

d to a greater use of this treatment rather than

decreasing steroid use. It would appear that input

from affected parties will lead to a compromise in

which the stand down period is likely to be reduced

to a more sensible and workable one.

SAROA also conducts several social events during

the year for its members and is aiming to involve

itself more as a social conduit for race horse owners

to meet away from the hustle and bustle of race day.

We have a function associated with our AGM in

September, a Christmas function and this year for

the first time ran a successful Fashion Parade prior

to the start of the Spring Carnival. 

We intend to make this an annual event. In the

pipeline we are endeavouring to organise a Race

Horse Owners lunch with a high profile guest

speaker and a new owners’ day where trainers can

present their yearling purchases to prospective

owners.

In addition SAROA is actively involved in the

Changing Rein initiative for placing retired race

horses into new careers, and this initiative is now

gaining momentum within the state.

Of course each month SAROA awards an Owner of

the Month award to one lucky owner which consists

of a $100 voucher from the Francis Group of hotels

who are massive supporters of SAROA and a pizza

voucher from another great supporter in Pizza Hut.

(See our separate article on Owner of the Month for

more details)

SAROA also recently conducted a competition for

owners to win one of 4 double passes for Goodwood

Day courtesy of our sponsor Centrebet.

We encourage our members to contact us with any

suggestions of matters that they consider SAROA

should be involving itself in. 
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From amongst this month’s nominations we selected

a nomination from Glenda Smyth for her horse Riziz,

Glenda told us 

I would like to nominate Riziz for horse of the month

for March 2014.

He had his first run this prep on 1st March at

Morphettville in the $50,000 Adelaide Galvinising

Hcp. over 1200m. He was ridden by apprentice

Harry Coffey. He won by a length and a half and we

were extremely proud of him. 

He went on to win his next start on 10th March at

Morphettville in the Listed Matrice Stakes over

1200m on Adelaide Cup Day, very well ridden by

Damien Oliver. 

5 year old Riziz is by Zariz out of Priya (a Covetous

mare) and  was bred by his trainer Ken Sweeney. He

has now won 9 races, 2 seconds and 4 thirds from

22 starts for $502,500. 

We are all very proud to call him our champ with 5

Listed race wins now to his credit. Amongst his very

proud owners are myself, Carol Adams & Tess

McGrath who are all members of SAROA.

We wish the owners continued success with Riziz

who has proved to be an excellent racing proposition

and, as a five year old gelding, should still deliver

more positive results for them.

Good luck and good racing

Richard Stafford, SAROA secretary

Correspondence

PO Box 1139

Gumeracha SA 5233

Michael Trenerry President

Mobile: 0414 682 390 

Email: talisker3@bigpond.com

Richard Stafford Secretary

Mobile 0432 664 824

Email: richard@sanguineracing.com.au

www.saroa.com.au
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Riziz. Photo courtesy Atkins Photography.

OWNER OF THE MONTH

Owner of the month nominations can be made by

email or letter or even by a phone call to me;

nominations should be received by 10th day of the

following month. Nominations can come from the

owner or a friend, acquaintance or family member

but the nominee must be a SAROA member. We

also prefer that the application is combined with a

good story about the horse involved, as this award is

just as applicable to lowly maiden winners as it is to

winners of feature races.

Our committee review all nominations then select the

monthly winner, who will receive a $100 voucher,

kindly donated by SAROA members Jenny and

Wayne Francis to be used at any of the Francis

Group of hotels – namely the Elephant and

Castle,The Port Noarlunga, the OG or the German

Arms hotels, plus a Pizza Hut ‘double pizza’ voucher

with the compliments of SAROA committee member

Bill Lianos.


